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TEH HERD
SCORES AGAIN : The report on the third year of the Herd Improvement Registry
-------------4 test conducted by the American Jersey Cattle Club has just been
published in the Jersey Bulletin \March l6) and reveals some interesting things 
about the Station herd. Tor one thing, of the fourteen agricultural college herds 
that have completed these tests, the station herd ran^s first with an average 
fat yield per cow for the year of U26•77 pounds. The runner-up among the agricul
tural colleges was the Montana state College with a herd average of 391*51 pounds. 
For the United States, the Station herd ranked eighth, first place being captured 
by a privately owned herd in California which hung up the remarkable record of 
527*̂ 6 pounds of fat per cow for the year. Only one other herd of Jerseys in 
New York State excelled the Station herd in the Registry test, and that was thd 
herd of A.H. Scribner at Mt. Kisco. In all, 5^ herds in 2*4- states, comprising 
some 1,800 animals, competed in the test. The Herd Improvement Registry is unique 
in cow testing schemes in that it includes every registered cow in the herd and 
runs for at least one year. On January 1,1932, a total of 2,758 cows had been 
entered, indicating that the competition will be increasingly keen f̂ oip year..tvQ 
year.

TAT.KV.~n ON : Prof. F.A.waugh, head of the Division of Horticulture and the
LANDSCAPING : Department of Landscape Architecture at Massachusetts State College
-------------: gave an illustrated talk on landscaping before the Horticultural
Seminar and a few others last Saturday evening in Jordan Hall.Following the talk, 
the group adjourned to the Director's residence for refreshments, prof.Waugh is 
enroute to Japan where he will spend several months in travel and study. For the 
past two or three years he has been serving in an advisory capacity in the beauti
fying of tne Station grounds, ana is expected to pay his next visit to Geneva in 
September. In the meantime, his distinguished student, Mr.Van Alstyne, will continue 
to supervise the rejuvenation of the ’'campus".

LEAVES FOR 
NEW YORK

make a report

Dr.Hedrick leaves for New York City today to attend the annual 
meeting of the Association of Northeastern State Experiment Station 
Directors to be held in that city tomorrow and Friday. He vd 11 

as referee on horticultural soils and fertilizers.

HORTICULTURAL : The annual get-together of the pomology groups at the College
CONFERENCE : and the Station is scheduled for next Wednesday at the Station.
--------------- : The pomology programs of the two institutions will be reviewed
at that time, and consideration will be given to a revision of the list of fruit 
varieties to be recommended for this State.

LISTEN IN 
ON WGY

THE MAILS 
ARE BUSY

Bui. No. 603 The European corn borer in western New York.
G.E.R.Hervey.

Bui. bOU. Recent investigations on the control of apple scab in 
the Hudson Valley. ' J.M.Hamilton.

Bui. b05» Sampling milk for fat test at milk plants.
J.C.Marquardt and H.L. Durham.

Bui. No .606 Apple insects in the Hudson Valley and the Lake 
Champlain fruit districts. P.J,Chapman and 0,H.Hammer,

Continuing the Station's participation in the Farm Forum conducted 
over WGY, Mr.Wellington v/ill be heard next Monday at 12:^0 p.m., 
when he will speak on new fruits for the fruit grower.

The Mailing Division is now sending out the following new 
bulletins:

Tech. Bui. No.I89. Pasteurizing and cooling milk in the vat 
to secure maximum creaming. J.C.Marquardt and A.C.Dahlberg.



FBOM th e : word, from the Wellingtons tells of a pleasant visit to Williams-
SUNNY SOUTH : 'burg, Virginiar-a»d-anticipation of a visit to Old Point Comfort
_____________ : before heading north into our Marcn winter. They expect to he
hack in Geneva in time for Easter.

DR. YALE 
BACK

Still lacking somewhat in pep and strength, hut fully recovered and 
in the best of spirits, Dr.Yale has resumed hid duties in the 
Bacteriology Division.

JOHN R. 
OUT

John Brown was added to the sick list yesterday when he reported 
for duty too~ill*"Io continue*"'thru the day. Mr.Hersey substituted 
for him on the mail truck.

OPE FIVE :
rER CENT : With the ice cream industry as a whole reporting a drop in sales of

30 to 50 per cent below normal, Station business in ice cream has 
shown a filling off of only about 5 per cent, it is stated in reliable quarters. 
This good showing may be due to the effective advertising given the Station product 
thru these columns. At any rate, we are pleased to acknowledge herewith payment 
in kind for the space given over to that purpose last week, and would call atten
tion to the fact that we are doubling our contribution this week.

—  ---------------; --------
POWER OF : Whether or not comments made in these columns last week about

THE PRESS : the French embargo on American fruit had anything to do with the
------------ ; situation, the fact remains that a day or two ago France lifted
the embargo on fruit already in her ports and relaxed very substantially the res
trictions on future snipments. The French still insist.however, that American bugs 
must be left at home.

A PIONEER ? The Official Record of the U.S. Dept, of Agriculture for March 12 
CHEMIST : notes the death in Nice.France, recently of Clifford Richardson,
---------- : who began work as a chemist in the Department more than fifty years
ago. Mr .Richardson had an iht‘efe^fing*“ahd ’varied' career, but the thing that 
prompts mention of his passing here is that he was appointed "third assistant 
chemist" to Peter Collier when the latter was the Department’s Chief Chemist in 
charge of its one and only laboratory and shortly before Dr.Collier became Director 
of this Station in 1887. Mr.Richardson was the last surviving member of the 
original founders of the American Association of Official Agricultural Chemists.For 
the past several years he was in business for himself as a consulting chemist.

ANOTHER 
BOOK WANTED

The Librarian is seeking the whereabouts of a "Manual of Pure 
Culture Methods" which has disappeared without a trace. Information about this 
volume will be appreciated.

SIGNIF* . : We must take our correspondent's word for it that only two of fifty-
IGa NT? ; one cities in which are located state experiment stations can be
-----------• rated as "dry", according to the Literary Digest poll. Manhattan,
Kan., ana Fayetteville, Ark., are on the dry side, while all of the others are 
rated as wet, most of them dripping wet, if tne figures mean anything. Furthermore, 
so we are told, those cities harboring the "leading" experiment stations have voted 
overwhelmingly in favor of repeal. We are asked,"Is there a correlation between 
repeal and educational work?" But we must leave the answer to those who are better 
able than we to compute the value of "r". Perhaps tnese fifty-one cities are simply 
lining up with the great majority of cities the country over. After all, we’ll be 
just as dry (or wet) when the poll is completed as we are now.

TRYING IT :
ON THE DOG : Dr.Carpenter and Mr.Walsh are exceedingly popular individuals
------------ : these days with their triplicate samples of cider and their little
questionaires as to the advantages of carbonation over no treatment of the juice. 
Thus far only two votes have been cast against the carbonated drink, says Dr. 
Carpenter, everyone else being enthusiastically in favor of carbonation.From the 
opinions gained from these tests the Chemists hope to arrive at a fairly definite 
idea as to how much carbonation is desirable in cider,and incidentally,to learn some


